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About This Booklet
This ideas and activities booklet is written for young people with parents
in the Navy, Army and Airforce. Having the military as part of your life
can be exciting, but it can also be tough when you have to be separated
from your parents because of their military duties.
This booklet gives you some information about ways military separations
can affect kids your age. It also includes some suggestions for handling a
separation from one or both of your parents, staying close to your
parents while they are gone, coping during separation and preparing for
homecoming. Feel free to pick and choose the ideas or activities that are
helpful to you.
Coping with separation is a challenge; some of the suggestions in this book
come from kids, like you, who have been through military separations.
They say:

Get The Picture
Separations happen when one or both of your parents have military duties
and have to leave their families to attend special training or to serve in a
peacekeeping type of role overseas. Usually it’s one parent who leaves.
Sometimes you know several weeks in advance when your parent is leaving;
sometimes you find out just before he or she leaves.

Ask your parents or an older brother or sister, “What’s happening?”
Sometimes parents on military duty can’t tell you much about where they
are going or why. If they can’t answer all of your questions, be
understanding and just label them “TOP SECRET”.

Your mission is to get all the W’s you can; What, When, Where and Why?

What About Me?
Another thing to find out is, “How will this separation affect me?” That
means asking some more questions. See if you can get the answers to
some of the questions on this page and any other questions you may have.

Getting Ready For The Departure
More Questions To Answer
Here are some more questions to help you plan when one or both of your
parents are going away.

A Gift To Go With Your Parents
Some kids give their parents a special package to put in their pack or
travel bag to open after they have gone. Here are some things you might
want to put into such a package:
Pictures of you and your parents
Writing paper and a pen
A small sewing kit
Some safety pins & clothes pegs
A handkerchief or two
String or fishing line
Their favourite lollies
Some chewing gum
An extra tin of shoe polish
Small puzzle or crossword book
A few favourite jokes, stories or
poems
Something small & special of
yours to remember you by

Goodbyes Are Hard!
Goodbyes are hard! They can be the worst thing about having parents in
the military. One thing is for sure – saying goodbye is going to hurt. So,
when you say “Goodbye” remember:

Families say “Goodbye” together in their own unique way.
Helping your parents to say “Goodbye” is a special thing to do.

Feelings About Your Parents Being Away
Part of handling a separation when your Mum or Dad has military duties is
knowing what your feelings are. It is important to be able to say how you
feel. Keeping feelings bottled up makes you feel awful. Knowing your
feelings and understanding how they affect you, will help you to learn how
to handle them better.
Here are examples of some feelings that kids have when one or both of
their parents leave:

Sometimes you feel one way. At other times, you may have more than one
feeling at the same time. You might even have opposite feelings, like
feeling both confused and pleased.
What are some of the feelings you have about being separated from your
parents?

Good feelings are not a problem. It is negative feelings, especially
feelings you don’t talk about, that make problems for you. Sometimes
when you have negative or mixed up feelings, you might say or do
something, which hurts someone else. Learning how to manage such
feelings is all part of growing up.

Knowing When To Say “HELP!”
Kids who have been through separations say that you need to know when
you are getting stressed out and what to do about it. Keeping an eye on
your stress level means knowing when “too much” is going on.
These are some of the ways you can feel stress.
Check it off if you have ever…..?

These feelings and behaviours are normal during stressful times. On the
next page are some of the things you can do to feel better when you are
stressed out.

Feelings
Here are some of the things you can do to handle stressed-out feelings
during separations.
Share your feelings with someone you trust

Think about it! Separations are hard.
Talk with someone you trust:

Special people I can talk to are :

Other Ways To Chill Out
Another way to handle a separation is to keep busy and to do fun things.
It’s not hard to find things to do when you feel good. But, when you feel
down, you have to work at feeling better. Here are some things you might
do when you feel down.
Get Connected
9 Join a club
9 Be a volunteer
9 Fix, grow or build something with a friend
9 Listen to music with a friend
9 Get a group going with other kids like yourself
9 Hug somebody you like… real hard
9 Invite your best friend to do something fun
9 Help Mum or Dad around the house
Get Your Body Going
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Jog a little
Take a hike
Join a karate Class
Go swimming
Ride your bike
Go skateboarding
Play tennis
Play basketball

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Get Your Mind Going
Watch an upbeat video
Get a joke book and tell your friends some
jokes
Think about a favourite time you had with
your parents and write to them about it
Lie down under a tree and watch the clouds
go by
Draw or paint a picture
Go to a movie
Daydream

When Things Are Tough Talk
Positive and Think Positive
When thoughts in your head all say crummy things, this is called “negative
self-talk”. Negative self-talk is a downer. It is important to describe your
difficulties with positive statements and celebrate your improvements.

Be Positive About Yourself!

You have all it takes to handle being separated from your parent and to
handle a lot of other daily challenges. Don’t forget to feel good about
your successes every day.

Staying Close To Your Parents
Who Are Away
One of the good things about separation is the stuff you can send
parents, and the things they can send you. One thing is for sure; they are
probably pretty lonely without you and the rest of the family. Here are
some things you and your parents can do to stay in touch.

Family Newspaper
Parents who are away like ordinary kinds of news, the every-day stuff
that they are missing out on. You can help your parents out by being the
family reporter. One way to do this is to create a family newspaper,
another is to tape daily happenings and mail the tape to your parent.
You may want to do both!
You can make up a newspaper or tape using some of the ideas below:
9 Interview different members of your family or friends
9 Write up short articles about what is going on at home
9 Write about news around town or about information of interest to
your parent, like how their favourite sports team is going
9 Tell about your visit to the dentist, your sisters new shoes. Just
ordinary stuff is great
9 Include pictures of family members
9 Cut out articles and pictures from local newspaper or magazines
that your parent would find interesting
9 Make up a funny story
9 Draw your own comic section
IT COULD BE FUN

The Daily Record
Your parents will appreciate hearing the voices of family members. You
can tape ordinary conversations at meal times or at special events like
birthdays and holidays. You can tape interviews with family members. Ask
them funny questions, or get them to tell jokes. You can edit it and be the
“radio announcer”.

Family Cartoon Strips
You can make up a cartoon strip of your family to send to your parents.

Movie and Book Reviews

A Care Package For Your Parents
Some kids help their parents keep in touch by sending them care
packages. In these you can put addressed and numbered envelopes, paper
for letters, surprises and cards. You may want to send some check-off
letters like the ones on the next page for your parent to complete for
you. Remember that the return mail may be slow.

A Check-off Letter From Parents
Use this example or make up one of your own.

Separations End
When separations end, take a little time to think about what you have
accomplished during this time, what you have learned, and how you have
changed. You will discover that you have met some challenges, mastered
some difficulties, and done a good job.

What I’ve Done And Learned During This Separation

List some of the things you have learned during the separation.

Getting Ready For Homecoming
There are also lots of things you can do to help prepare for your parents
return.
You can make a banner

You can cook something your parents and family will enjoy.

You can make sharing cards to give to your parents.
Here are some examples.

Can you make up some other sharing cards for your parents?

A Homecoming Letter
You can give your parent a homecoming letter. Copy and use the form
below or make up your own letter.

Together Again: Homecoming and
Reunion
Things to Think About
 Reunion, like separation, may happen with lots of notice or it may
happen suddenly. Here are some things you need to know about
reunions:
 Reunions take adjustment. It takes time for everyone to get to
know each other again. Take your time and expect surprises during
the first few weeks your family is together again.
 Reunions can be stressful. You have all grown and changed during
the separation. Remember to chill out. You know how.
 Reunions bring out strong feelings. These feelings can be positive,
negative or mixed up. You may feel very happy to see your parent
or worried about what they will be like because you haven’t seen
them for so long. You may feel uneasy about being together again.
That can be upsetting, but it’s normal and, in time, it will pass.
 Reunions can bring misunderstandings with them. It may take you a
while to feel comfortable with your returning parent again.
 Reunions involve sharing your parents with others. Remember that
each family member wants time with the parent or parents who
have been away.
 Reunions require time alone for parents who have been away. Be
prepared to give your parents “time out”.

Together Again!

I DID IT !

